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CH!J'1'EH l

*rhere have been many big and little volumes written

in the past years dealing with the problems of testing
t · ·•

and evaluation.

Most of the volumes have been written,

read, and laid aside.

A few of the su.ggestio:qs therein

presented have, eventually filtered through profe:Jsional
training courses to find their way into the
)\ testing si tnation,

Most of them have not.

clasr~room

Educators

'

~!

have continued to discuss the problern of testing profuse-

ly.

Publishers, in con;junction with rtble educn tors, have

printed mnny tests on every school subject.

tion.

But research

ft.ny educator will readily admit that the si tua.tion

should be changedJ for the students o:C our high schools

are tested and

pr~omoted

on the basis of' examinations co.n ...

str·ucted largely by classroom tea.chers.

Commercial tests

are either unavailable, not so.tisf't0.ctory, or too expensive •
.And even were they avai.lable to the teacher • it must be
remernbored thr:rt ench class presents

difi~erent

problems

in testing and evaluation.

\i\..

I
I
i

It is my purpose, therefore, to present a discussion, a few exmnples, and fm evnlun.t:ton of the prlncipal
of tests which are in the concern and domain of the

2
cla~

sroom teacher.

It is importr-mt that the discussion

be concerned here with the field of' modern lmnguages;
and more especially Spanish; for that is the field f'or

which this investigator is p:r·epared.

tbe application of

thf~

Therefore i wh:tle

f'i.ndi:ngs is generally n.ppl:f.cable

to other modern langu11ges, it is here restricted to

Spanish.
This investigation has been divided :tnto chapters
which det?.l wJ.tb the princl.pal. types of objective and nonob:jective exmni:natlons in common use today.

15xamples of

each oi' tho 1:najor types of. object:f.ve examinations has
boen included to explnin the principal of' construct:i.on
and admintst:r·ation of them. ( The discussion, examples.
and evoJ.ua.tion hn.ve beerl doria :lillltl~ tl1e high. sch()ol

---~

sit=..

uation in mind, and generally speaking, the discussion
is not :r.ntended to o.pply equally well to college or unlve.rsity use.
1'he need for an investigation into the types of'

tests vvbich a teacher might use or construct arises out
of the fact that very few
field of Spanish have ever

extensive manner.

suc~h
b{~e.n

investigations in thE:
mac.le in the past in any

Mru1y investigators hf:lVe Sl{irted. the

fiold lightly, but none has conducted

\
\,\

!
j

\

I
~

1'3.

special study.

This :i.nvestigation is intended to supplement those already

made and brine; many of them up-to-date.

3
1\[any suggestions concerrdng the value and usability of

thE~

tesb3 h.erein discussed were

gather~1d.

periodic articles in language publications.

from

An equally

large number of suggestions are the result of inquiries
made by the lnvestlgator to other

langu.~;ge

teachers,

and many are the results nf' suggestions from fellow i.n-

structors and teachers with many years of experience,
both inclividually and collectively.

The results of these

investigations ha.ve been summarized in the form of sug-

'gestions by the j.nvestigator as to which types

oi~

tests

would prove most useful in testing achj.evement in the
field of high school Spanish.

The elements of instruction in Spanlsh whieh the
- investtgator felt should be constdered as i terns to be
evaluated include vocabulary, grammar, silent and oral
reading, aural and wri tt.en co!nprehens1.on, translation

and pronunciation.
The suggestions

rc.~gardj.ng

use of the various types

of tests refer specifically to the high school situation.
Undoubtedly, they co old also be

appliE:~d

the juntor college o:r un:tvers1ty level.

]
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~
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to classes on

CHAPTER II

While the problem of evaluation J.n the-; modern
languages dates of necessity· to the vory institution

of modern language teaching in our schools, very little
clef1nit1ve work had been accomplished until the reports

of tbe Modnrn Language Study were ,released 1n 1926.
report especieJ.ly, Pl"ofessor
!

entitled t

11

,~lgernon

One

Coleman • s report

'l'he l'eaching o:f.' J0.odern Foretgn
1

r.. angur:\ges

:l.n

the United States, 11 did much to alert the teachers of
the foreign languages to the needs of classroom evalua ...
tive measures in keeping with progress in general prac. tices and methodology.

Th:ts ·report rnar'lt€icl :the tlii.'ti:Lng- ·

polnt in modern langungo tenehing, and with it. the
turning point in methods of evaluation.
This field :t.s yet new, a.nd many of the sug;gestions
sot forth in the Coleman Ileport hnve been discarded.
Little real progress has yet been mad6 in finding effective means of evaluatir1g the progress of .foreign
gu~:1ge

lBtl·~

students in tho a:r·tificial atmosphere oi' the high

school classroom.

Because of the meager l i tex·ature available. this

raport has been prepared almost as much from personal
observation as from written materials.

The procedure in

.,

5
gathering the information contained in this report re ...
quired--the investigator to read the available literature
and proceed from there on with what kn.cwledge could be
gaj.ned from obHervation of other instructors in Spanish,

and from suggestio.ns of the publishers of various textbooks.

'l'he data gathered herein was accumulated largely
frommodern language textbooks on methodology, from modern
foreign language periodicals, and 1'rom fellow instructors
and former teachers j_n the modern language field.·
A few words should be said about the history of
testing in general, and about testing in the modern language field in particular..

It is known that in the Old

- Testamen-t can be round reference to an early objective
test employed by the Gileadites against their enemy, the
Ephraimites (Judges 12:5... 7).

The GileaditGs subjected

their enemy to a pront1nci:ation test of the word 11 Shib/__..
.... ___ .."'
1
boleth", which many failed.
Socrates is( reltnown'}for
..-·~~-~

,..

~

\~....... ,v_,., .••.~-•···•·'""f"' ""r,t-''

i

his i.ntroduetion of extensive oral quizzing, and Plato
was among the first to suggest the existence of indivi-

dual differences to be considered ..

It is reported that

what is perhaps the earllest written examination appeared
---,......-~.'llor4----

1 Norma v. Scheidemann, 11 The Earliest Recorded
Objective Test,u §£ho£! .@s! §.Q£A!~X, XX (June l, 1929),
p. 702.

6
in China as earl~l as 2200 B.

c.2

The first practical

written educational examination made its appearance In
J;i;nglanc1 circa 1702.3

The preliminary work of testing and evaluation
in the fi.eld of languages was restri.cted to the classical languages, principally Latj".n.

The Classical Inves-

tigation did much to encourage language teachers in the

problems of determining objectives both for instruction
and evaluation. 4
In the field of modern languages, such an investigat:f.on was a.chteved by the American and Canadian Committees whose report entitled The
has been previously cited.
-who preceded- the sttldy
and Deihl.

!'lfode.~n....La1,1£l~~,g~Study

Some of the early workers

V>H.n~e-:Handschin,

Henman, Wood,

Handschin5 did much of his ·work investigating

2 Harry A. Greene, Albert N,. ('Jorgensen, and
.r. Raymond Gerberich, p1e~.sy.r~ment !ill§. ~~lu~tj,og 1u t!Je
SecorHla:rx .§£UQ£1 (New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1947).

3 Albert R,. Lang,

mj_~ion§. (Boston:

.M_9de];f?: M~.i:!hof];§.

ill

!!Ill~ ~~

Houghton JU.ffiln Company, 1930).

4.American Classical

Leagu(!~,

The

.Ql~H>S.;!.£!t.11n:Y:~

!!gill£rh Part I, General Heport {Princeton, New Jersey:
Princoton University Press, 1924).

5 c.

H .. Handscrdn, "Values and Kinds of' Examina-

tions,_ ' Modern 1!!18U§lg!l tlBBin~ IX (February, 1925),
1

PP• 2()9-291.
£!.!§1£;£§,,

C. H. Handschin, Meth9gs £!: ~chigg h[qfJ:~£!! ~n
Chap. 13 (New Yorici·- World Book Company, 1923).

7
methods of testing between 19f::4 and 1928.

J:. D. Deihl

also invt;st:tgatE~d the measurement of achievement :i.n the

modern languages Hnd repor•ted on the bach:ground of exar.<lina.tions in the modern lant;ur:tges. 6 . Much cn:edi t should go

also to the College Entrance E.xarninatiorJ Board of Nevr York
wh:tc b formulated new means of · evalua:tion ln the modern

foreign languages.

Dome of the earlier results of test-

ing in the modern languages were admirably summarized
by Symonds ln 1927.7

-·----D.

6 J·.
Deihl. ttThe Basis of Educa.tiona.1 Tests
in Modern E'oreign I.anguages." Modern L<:u:Jp.;_ua~~ _;J'p.!Jrl!~'
VII (li'ebrunry, 1924), pp. 269-'273.--- ·
7 P.

(New Yol.. ls::

I~L.

Symonds,

!'-1~aSU£9rnent

in Secgn,da;;L

The MacMilla.n Oompany, 1927~.

~!t.tt1.illl

The nval"age classroom teacher· is very s.eldom
concerned

wit~h

the

on ·the high school

~.:tdminlstration
level~

of standardized tests

However~

since their introduc-

tion into widespread use in the ef'U'ly n1net.een twenties
and their fine appraisal by the Modern Language Study
committees, standai>dized tests heJte become the basis for
classroom tests of the teacher•constx·ucted type:.

lt'"'o.r

this reasonl only a few of' tha most important will be
mentioned. a
Usef'ul as they mi.gbt p!'ovet the classroom language
_____ , - teaeher-has-fol" 'the J.'ttCiStpart !1egl€Hf'ted

SE!Veral available standardized tests.

tl).e-US-E~

Of the ---

Whenever these

have been admin1.stex•ed on the high school level, 1t has

been for the pu:r:pose of survey or classif1cati011.

In

no way have teachers u.till$ed standn:r•dized tests as

.measu:res of achievement; and rightly so, for nolle o.f the
pr·esently available tests in the modern languages is

i

iI
l

'I

I

,,~"

,i· '~~.r:

..

..4i".-\ot
..:.

9

intended to measure ravor'!!lble student achievement 1n the
light of our classroom objectives.

Hathert the stand..-

ardiZed test provides a sampling o.f how much factual
information the stt\dent has re:beil1ed from his courees.

The aptitude type of' test, as yet not fully accepted
as :r•el:t.able • rneasures only weakly the prospective

s'tud~:Jnts •

capab111 ties t<) leul"'n a foreign lt1nguage.
l'fo:r: this reason 1 only a few of the outstanding

starlda:r•d.ized test.s available will be rnentioned.

The use

o.f theru as pat.terns f'or teaoher-const:t?uctecl examinations.

while ofte.nt1mes unfortunate and definitely not in keep.-.
ing with modern

fox~e:tgn langu~ge

objectives, is never...

theless widespread and justifies tbe:l.r me:mtion hei•e.
_Most p:romlnEi:nt

~ru011g

(their equ1vuents

the sta.ndft.rtUzed

~:u•e

te~ts _in_

Spanish

available in other languages)

a:ro the f'ollowing: 9
!~meriea:n

Council Spanish .Alpha Teste) elementnry

and advanced f'ormsl

Jl-.rnerican Council Spa11ish Betz:t Test~

and advanced .f'orms;

alenwntary

9 Edith B•. Pattee, nAvail~ible Tests in Modern
Foreign I"anguagestu Mo~~r.n .t.r-a.nau~sa JpurmlJ:1 (December,
1929), pp. 22:3 ff'.. ~More rec0nt tests are listed in
many other sources .• too 11U111erous to mention.)
.
.Also cited. in umny cases by the ,¥odepp Ju~n.~u,a~,
S_Eud~· in i1Utnerous volumes of the. Arllericun and lr.:mar!~an
'Oo:m:nuttees on tb.e Modern Languages.

10
Columbia Research l3ul"eau Test (Spanir.;h);

Iowa Placement Examinations t'o:r li-.ore:ign Language
Apt:1 tudes;

Co-operative Advanced Spanish i1eading Testtc (ex....
peri:mentaJ. r orm.);
Co-oper~:1t:tve

Spaulding) ;

Spanish Test (Haspeltt

Williams,~

,and

St e:te Teachers Collage~ 11 First ancl Second
Year Spanish Test for Vocabulary til1d Compr:ehens:i.onn;
Kans11~s

Handschin Mode:r•n Language Tests, Test "A'*l

Wilkins Achteveme11t Tests, (Spanish);

Will\ins Proguos:ts Tests (Spanteh).

j

1

l
l

1

l

\
\
l

I
I

~rhe

pa.t•son most responsible for testing students

of moder·n languages 1.n ou:r high schools is necessarily .

the classroom teacher.

Most teachers develop and constl'uct

their own tests, guided sometimes by'standardized test
forms.

WhileL tt :ts true tha.t some book publ:tsh.ers nO\"f

furnish ·test b.?oklats and that some language departments

have m0re Ol"' less definite forms for all teachers to

us~.

these are in the minori'ty.10
Because o.f :recent trends in edueati on 1 beo ause of
ov~:;rcrowded_ !Jl~;ssQ_S.

?nd because the pupil load per

tea~

cher is heavy and the tirne · sho.rt, teachers have x·esorted

more and mor·e to the use of' obje.ctive or new type tests.
Regardles~3

of

wh~ther

it 1$ a good or bad

tive type t,szts i:n the moclern
for a while at

langu~es

omen~

objec-

are he:r.,e to stay,

l~:ast.

:I:he adoption of objective type examinations :t.n

the field of modern languages has necessitated a re ...

eva.luation of' our teaching objeetives.
,.

....

1

......

;

fil'lal out...

.. t

10 Scott...Foresman a.nd Company~·
nish test booklets to accompany theil..
~.';£. Jr and Ame:r·ica, Bc>oks One.·. and Two.;
p nDurriish a test booklet for

One.

:l'h<~

n

for example, fur ...
Spanish book aeries.
.Houghton Mifflin
9..?\lllillQ. n~~.a~~ Book

12
comes are still in the process of being eollaetedt ap..,.
praised. and reported..

Mueh of the early wox·k ·:was done

in the later twenties by the so... called. Model'l"l Language ·
Study committees.ll

Their collection of elate on testing

:mater.iEllS has proved most valuable in the evaluation

ot

these r1ewer type tests. t:md indeed of the ent1r•e testing
program ;i.n the modern languages.

l:he:h· find1.ngs seem to

1

1.ndicate a general di.asati.sfaation among teachers who

the basis upon which this report is written.

The various

kinds p.f .objective tests ttsad will be mentioned briefly
Most p:t•evalent are the

and discussed in detail later"

completion type, r.uultiple·cho:tee, and the reading-com---

-----

-

- ----

prehension; less common • but still :tn

use~·

are the true ...

false, simpl£i recall, and the matching type of tests ..
There :ts yet another thing to be t>emembered con ...

earning the tests now

comrnerct al catalogues.

av~1ilable

to the teacher in ·the

Even thougb 1 t were adini. tted

that tbay wex•e both valid and reliable. the:r·e is still

doubt that they can serve the
as no\V sean by educator·s:

primtn~y

f'unct:ton of a test

that a test ult:Lmately is

13
intended to be of help to the student in discovering wh.at
he has accomplished and still need to accomplish, and
that it (the test) ls also an incU.cation to the teacher

of what remains to be done or redone in the particular
f:t.eld of subject matter.

The. sole reason for adminis-

tering tests as a means of deci.ding upon a grade for the
course j.s fast beeomlng obsolete.1 2

I

i
l

\\.\

I
I
'I

lI

12 Victor Coutant, HEvaluation in Foreign Lanb.!!pgnag~ .i(gm::n!J., (D.eeember,

guage· Teaehin~, 1.~ .M2£iern
1948), pp. 59t>-?991f

CHAPTER V
TBI~ ~~RUE-FALSE

TEST

First of the objective type tests which vdll be
discussed here j_s perhaps the least used,
test.

t~he

true-false

1'he true-false test has undergone the same crit:i-

cj.sm in its use in th·e modern foreign languages as it has
in other fields, but even more w:l.ll be added here.

Most

among the bad features of this type of test is

dangerous

that it encourages guessing to a harmful degree.

The

sjmilarity of some foreign language words to English

words, coupled with the fact that teachers actually encourage the use of cognates, often result in the use of
-

-------

---------

----

-----

------

--

-----

------

----

-----

decept:l.ve cognates by the poorer students and a subsequent wrong answer.

fl'he trw:;-false test has no valid

place as a measure of achievement i.n the foreign lan-

guages.

Let us examine a typical true-f'alse test item.tl-3
If the statement below is true, place T in the

bla.n.k before the sentence number; if false,
I

plac<";~

F in the blank before the ser1tence nmube:t>.

]

1.

\

F'E:RIAS are small r:tver boats, like our

ferries, used on the Guadalquivir river in Spain. ..

\

\l

..... ~·· ..._.

13 The j.nvestigator gave this question j_n a re•
; cent test to a group of first-year high school students
I in h1.s Spanish classes.

J

15
This identical qttestion was recently used in an
examination in first-year Spanish i.n high school, and al ...
th.ough the correct information was contained in an English

context (F'eria.s:

:fairs or festivals), over 65 per cent of

the students answered the question wrongly.

Subsequent

questi.oning substantiated the belief that of those students

who had guessed the answer as being true (incorrectly),
the majority had had in mind the English word "ferries"
~

and had been influenced by it into answering the question
th.rough the cognate approach, which in this case is com-

pletely wrong.
1'rue-false items are not widely used in modern lan-

guage tests because they can not effectively test language
- knowledge or-t11e

ab:I.l1ti-to-1:u~e

a--languHge, bnt on.ly the

recall o.r facts, which in our work is not too important.

The older grammar methC\d did make use of such tests to test
the recognition of parts of spEH'ilch, for example, by the

students.

In modern langtlage tenching methods we do not

m.-:tke use of formal grammar (j.n most progressive schools,

at least), and such testing 1s not a part of the evaluation
program.

True-false items are sometimes used in testing

com:prehens:ton of read:tng.

what more valid,.

In th:ts respect, they are some-

The examples wh:tch follow' are used to

illustrate th:ls type of true-false item,.

They were made

purposely very simple becaust:; thei.r original use was in-

16
tended as a means of :l.ntrodueing new students ·to Spanish

in their very first lesson.
necessary factual

Provided the student has the

i.t\fcn~mationt

the Spanish can be trans-

lated by guessing at the meaning of the sentence, as obviously is possJble.
11

A fevl baslc words llke ".laY,

11

es 11 ,

unau are given in a reference voce.bulary wh:i.ch j.s shown

to the student be:f.'ore translat:ton is attempted,.

Here are

some examples of this type of test; on a very elementary
level:
Contesten Vds. "siu o nnou:l4/
1. La F'lqrida es una peninsula.
2. Texas es un canal.
3· San Diego es u.na. base naval.
Answer nyes" or uno": (translation)
1. It" lorida is a peninsula.
··· 2 ..- - Taxa s t-s a canal-. -3· San Diego l.S a naval base.
/
Contesi~n Vds.• '*se, senor,n if true; "no, senor," if
falset '
l.. El burro es un animal.
2. Un bu;rro es un a.utom6v:t.l.
/
3. In burro/es tm animal importante en Mexico.
4. tin automov:1.1 es un an:tmal.
'

Answer ttyes, sir,u if't:r.ne; 11 no, sir," if false: (translat:ton)
1.. The donJtey (bnrro) j.s an animal..
2. The donkey is an antmncbil~.
3· The donkey is an important animal in Mexico •
.::l.
':rhe automobile is an animal ..

Vi Dorj_s King Arjona, .E~!S.truat A l?!r.~.t. I£-l!r .Cou!.l!-2
l.:ll ~;!.Ell (New York: Scott-Foresman. and Company, 1947),
P•

15.

Heal~

!94~J.

15

l~dith

Moore Jarrett and Beryl McManus,

Book One (New York:
(Adapted)

n

pami!lQ

Houghton Mif'fli.n and Company,
·

17
As has been pointed out, the student who had the
necessary j_nf'ormation could answ·er the question correctly.
A student who did not know, for example, that San Diego·
was a naval base, though he might c:crrectly translate the

sentence, mlght miss the questlon in a test..

~f.lha

answer

to true-false questions often depends on factual knowledge
which the student is expected to have acquired somewhere
else

besides the languag:e class.

Obviously, when so used,

this type of testing is both unsound pedagogically and
certainly unfaj_;r to the student.

Xi'ortunately, these types

of quest1o.ns ·a.:re now seldom used in our present day language

~ppraiaal

ThE!

methods.

true-false~

test may have one remaining merit •.

It could be used for readlng comprehension testj_n:g where

the students were not prepared to answer in detail or where
the time element involved made it necessary to utj.li4e the
time to the best adVc1ntage..

The use of' truo-false items in

a :read1.ng comprehension test ·will

b(:1

discussed under the

ntesting of reading comprehension" topic and compared with
the other mea.ns there discussed..

items ·as
be

The use of true-false

a means of testing aural comprehension will also

discussed under that particular topic.

CHAPTER VI
COMPIJETION TEST

One of the most populfH.. types of tests ln use today

is the completion test..

It is vd.dely used in testing the

student's knowledge of grammatical forms; and while it
limits the Htmlent by the nature of the form of the answer
requiredt it neverthel.es:::.; does measure to some extent the

Hknowledge 11 phase of modern language teaching.

It often

.:includes forms of vocabulary testing, verb forms, and speHere below are some examples of this type of

cial uses.

tests, as applied to Spanish:
Insert the- correct- f'orms. ..
_
1. Yo __.., .. (querer) hablar.
(I want to speak.)
2.

~1

(to us) di6 un libro y una pluma.
(He gave us a book and a pen.)

sees que son muchach€!s.
(He sees that they are boys.)

He
I

El qlJiere que (we speak) --~

(Be wants us to speak,.)

Ellos .
('J.lhey

(son, est&n) inteligentes .•

arE; "intelligent .• )

There are many other vari.ations in form used in
the construction of completion type tests..
test limits the student in his

sibly two forms being correct.

respons~:,

This form of

only one or pos-

It is not recognized as

19
a good test of' language knowledge,_ but the ease of' adminis-

tering it, the ease of correcting it,_ and the fact that
grading can be purely objective have made it popular among
teachers.

Some of the drawbacks of' completion type tests

are ambigui.ty, narrowness of response, and the resemblance
to tests of memory or recall.

It can. be safely said, how-

ever, that its advantages far outnumber the few disadvan...

tages.

There are certain prtnclplfhS wh:tch should be observed

whenever the objective completion type test is used..

Some

of these aret
1 ..

r.rhe ansvfer should not be hi11ted at or g:i.ven away

in the question,.

There shot.1ld be only one correct answer to the

question.

The qnestio.n should make clear the answer desired
and so worded correctly.
'l'he number of blanks should be limited to one or

two.

The blanks should not be placed in such an order

which would result in an unnatural sentence when

completed.

6.

The answers ;.sJ:lould be such as to require only one
·or two words and not an entire sentence for coraplat1.on.
The questions should be placed :i.n pointr·score cate..
go:rj.es so that they result o:f: equal valt~'C and thus
are fair tr; the student and fa.o:i.litate scoring,,.
The answe1• to any one questi.on should not be dependent or1 the answer to a previous question.

CHAPTER VII
Mu'l'C!IING fJ.'YPE TEST

The matching type testt in some forms, :ls nsed in
tho modern langnage testing program as it is used in other
subjects.

Again,

likt:~

many of the objective type tests,

it tests recall most of all.

Here is a typical matching

question:
___ 1.

••

It"'!'

4.

£"1a.drid

A.

Colombia

of'icina de correos

B.

a.

c.

post office

D.

Spain

E.

Argentine newspaper

F'.

A l.viexica.n general

La Prensa

1.\~exican

dance

Here below is an actual sampli1ig of the matching
type of qttestj.on, taken from a recent test constructed. by
Beulah A:lken at the Kansas State rreach.ers College. 16 Some

typical quest:!.ons are:
(

) 31. What is the region of Spa:tn
in wh1.ch Mad.ri.d is located?

(5) Castilla

(

) 4·1. \Vhat is the capital of

(4) Caracas

Venezuela?
16 !iiinnie M. Miller, npest on Spanish and SpanishAmerican L~fe and Cu~ture;" !ffodertl 1~~€(2~£ ,;rgurna.:\, (February,. 194(,;), pp. 140-144, ~·
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(

) 42. What :i.s the name of the
pyramids near I1Texico City?

(17) San Juan
Teotihuacan

The questions were placed in one colurnn, wlth the

answers in. a second column, well d:J.stributed so as to avoid

a numerical. patterrr.
Matchi.:ng type tests should be carefully constructed
by the teacher

:tn such a way as to avoid giving the answer

away by numerical or alphabetical patterning of the answers ..
If the matching question is sufficiently long, the number
of answers and blanks might be made equal, but i:f the test
is short (ten or less answers needed), it appears a good
practice to include more items in the an;;wer column than
in the blank column.
The matching type test has proven very successful
in the evaluation of lengthy reading materials or in test...
j,ng a student after a long ;Lapse of' time.
encouraged if' used properly.

It m:i.ght well be

When :i.ncluded as part of end-

of-year tests or semester tests, it seems to provide a means
of measuring cultural information which other tests do not

measure

too well.

CHAPTI~R

VIII

SIMPLE RECALL TEST
The simple recall type 6f test serves only the pur-

pose of testing the stnde.nt on specific items, and of
course Vl!.tlicl only as a test of memory.

It does not ef1'eet-

ivel.y aid the teaching of a foreign language..

It is used

principally in test:tng the recall of certain rules or princ:lples of grammar, and in testing vocabulary.

very common, although, like other types of

It is not

ohje.~tjve

tests,

it is used to test not only factual knowledge, but reading
comprehension, and is ih this sense a faulty tool.

The

test:f.ng of reading comprehension should not be dependent
- on such a-test as the simple_recalLbec_ause

_the_rebyth~

__

student :ls limited jn expressj.ng satisfactorily his true

accomplishment.

Typical of the quest:i.ons found in this

type of test are the following:
1.

La capital de Panam' es - - - - - ·

2.

El sello de correo ae:reo es de color

3•

JCuales son los pronombres reflexives?

I

The following examples are from an actual test:l7

......,•·
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....
_,_
. . _ _ _ l..

What mountains lle between Spaj,.n

and Frs.nce?
_ _ _ _ 2.

What is the capital of Peru•r

_..._.. ·-·--._..,;:;;~ 5. What is the date (month and day)
of Pan-American Day?

L~

READING COMPHEHENS!ON 'l1'£i]ST

The reading comprehension tests may or may not be
construed as objective type test·s, and one might· classify

them as non-objective if they were so presented that the
student could reply to general questions in hd.s own words,

rather than choose the correct answer from those presented
to him.

The· eomprehens:i.on tests of various k1nds are the

mea11s which best serve the more recent. objectives of modern

lariguage teachings, as set forth in the reports of the
Mod. ern I.angttage Study, as has been previously stated. 1 8

The direct method, or oral approach 'is no longer consider-

· · ea

~.

-fuetlic)d,--and

t~he

readin-g objective, -to teach lan··

guages in a manner whereby re.::tding and understanding the

written language shall be th.e principal f\mction, has be-

come the one in cu.rrent vogue.

It is to be pointed out

that of the many new Spanish books pr:tnted in the last two
years by major publishers, only one

j,s

intended f'or con-

versational instruction.l9

18 Algernon Coleman, 211• Sll•t J2asl?l.m• The same
conclusions are given by Robert D. Cole and Jamos Burton
Tharp,

York:

.M.Q~te.rn f.cn:~.!&a 1!!.r&n.C!:.~e.~
A. ·A.prleton.-Century Co~,

a.nd Th.~.r. j;~~crligg (New
1937), p. 27.

19 Walter Vincent KaHlfers, ~£ ~ li!£! f\iq~r-~.C,f1~,
Book one (new York: Henry Holt and Compa:t'ly, 1947).
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The

:t~eading

comprehension tests, in several forms,

fulfill the needs of appraising the progress of students
in a most effective manner9
It is by no means the only test w.h:tch should be

given, but lt is at least in keeping w:i.th the objectives
to whicl1 most foreign language teachers now teach..

The

student wlll receive the opportunity of demonstrating his
knowledge of vocabuh\ry and grammat:tcal constructions
through either his oral or written expression of what he
has read j.n the foreign language.

On the following page

is presented some actual material which illustrates the
manner of apply:l.ng the rending comprehension test on a very
small scale..

It should he noted here t!H'l.t the same type

-o-f test- miglit --citis-iiy

he-gfveif

orallY~

In stich instances, -

it is doubtful whether the question8 could successfully
be given j.n Spanish, since students demonstrate that th.ay
do .not understand the :i.nstructor' s pronunc:i.ation as well

as they understan.d the mean:lng of written questions.
this we can perhaps blame the:i.r tra:ining in the

For

l>~nglish

language, for it is an outstanding fact that the training
in phonetics which is mandatory for the understanding of

unfamil:iar words and sonnds has no place j"n the grammar
schools bf today.

The investigator gave a set of ten easy

dj.ctations to students of fj.rst and second year Spanish
and djscovc::red that there existed a confusion of sounds
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in the minds of' his pup:l1s as evidenced by thej,r j_nability
to spell correctly even the simpler words in the Spanish
language.

When given the dictation for previous study,

the students showed an improvement in spelli.ng of
cent in most cases.

85

per

A comprehension type of test:

m~ndj.go §!}~~!}~,!:~ un paquete e.n l).t Calle. I.. o /
ah:rio y vio con sorpresa que eontenia tm gran numero
de a,q$!,i.?U:~-~· Estas !,leva:Q.@.ll el nombre de un .atrul
banquero d~ la ciudad. i\ pesar de ser pobre, el
mendigQ_ f'ue inmediatamente a entrega,r el paquete §!
.§.11 d..P.~n.Q.
El banquero lo felicit6 por ser· ~~n honrado
y le entrego un 12remio de liez mil pesetas.~·;
Un

A bt~ggar found a paclcage in the street. He opened
it and was surpr:ts~~d to find that it contained a large

number of shares of stock..

These bore the name of a

great banl<er of' t.he cJty. Although he was poor, the
'beggar j_mmediately returned the package to its owner.
ThE) banker. co~1g~atulated hlm for .be5.ng so h~~orable
-and gave him-a tenthousancl-pesetas reward. - - -- --1. 2QU~/ encontro'
el mendigo en la calle'?
/
2. d (~ue conten1a lo que encontro?
3· dA qui6n devolvi6 el.contenido?
4. dCnanto dinero recibib de premio?
/
5.. JC6mo supo a quie.n devolver lo que encontro'?

1.

2.

3·
4.
:;.

What did the beggar find in the street?
What did it contain?
To whom did he return the contents?
How much reward money did he receive?
llbw did he know to whom to return it?

It is interest:t.ng to know that a student not ade-

quately prepared might eac11y get the wrong meaning to

the story.

The underscored words :tn Span:tsh have alternate

20 John M. Pittaro and Alexander Green, l:!.!m&
n
York: D. C.. Heath and Company, 193o).

.91!rws~ ~ £~e.nav.Ql (New

21 Translation into English by the

invesi.~j.gator,

,.
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Here are some of the inter-

and quite different meanings..
esting possibilities:
Word

Correct Meaning in Text:

.
I
enco:nr;ro
aeciones

met
actions
wore
to his master
large

found
shares of E-Jtock
bore
to its owner
great
reward

llevaban

a su dueno
gran
premio
~~he

Possible Mean.:t.ng:

most :important lesson to

pri.ze

b~:

derived from these

examples is that the teacher must always test in terms o:f

the objectives and in terms
tain the des:1red results..
by the classroom teacher

of~

the context in order to ob-

Too often the tests constructed
de;-;

not carry the same meaning

whicJ:t the student has learned.

type gt'

t~st,

In a readj..ng-comprehensio.n

umpli tude of' meaning-must -be the ru.le t --rather -

than specjficity.

The testing for specifjc bits of factual

knowledge has no place

j.n

the overall objectives of modern

foreign ·language training.

The test which. was used on the previous page can
also be modii.'ted jn.to the completion and true-false types.
Here are some questions based on the same selection of the

completion type:
1.

2.

3·

El

/

........,_,.._~-·

encontro un
/

---·----- ..

en la calle •.

/

eon.tenia un gran .numero de
". / un _ __
E"l b anquero a.J.o

al

--·-·----··
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A true-false type of test based on the :reading lesson might include these sample questions:
I
1. ___El mendigo eneont:ro un banquero en l.a calle.
/

2 ..

--.........J.i!l paquete con tenia diez rnil pesetas.

3·

- - ·,_,_El banquero dio un premio de acciones al men-

/

digo.
The teacher who is responsible for the construction
of tests to evaluate reading comprehension should bear in
mind several im,portant objectives.

What, for example, ls

to be gained by testing a student on what he has read?
Unless it be purely to check on the student's honesty as
to whether or not he has carried out an assignment, the
test shottld be so constructed-as to be of'-val.ue to the stu---

---

-

-

----

---

---

- -----

dent in addition to having read the selection.

The teach-

er and the student both want to know what aid the reading
has been to the student.
One of the most important things to be gained from
a reading selection is the acquisition of the ability to

read progressively more difficult material.

The student

should progress from simple first-year stories to real
selections from the daily press, current literature, and
the classics.

The beginning stories are usually arti.t'i-

cial and oonstructed on a limited vocabulary.

The more

difficult ones are real selections taken from

well-~1own
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authors.
Another important objective should be the acquisition of an increased vocabulary, together with new mean-

ings for old .familiar words.

The understanding of common

idiomatic expressions is also facilitated by rea.ding assignments.
In view of these objectives of assigning readi.ng

materials, the tests upon such materials should be in line
".'l:i.th the ultimate objectives of the lesson assigned.

CHAPTER X

TESTING THE VOCABD'LAHY
Everyone is aware that through everyday usage words

have acquired a multiplicity of meanings.
~forg

Jllill§!!!!U £!:

For example,

!~ ~!!i~P:s!l ,#angqa,g~

lists fiftythree different definitions for the verb "to eatch.u 22
the

In order to give a mj.nimn.m of Spanish meanings for this

same verb requires at least eight different verbs:
.£.9-Z~, !2.E.I?!!!!S~!:,

!?.B t~n.tllU:,

lH"~n§.~t:·,

X~~ e.r ~ J!.\1~!1~.!, .!l£§1B~ .!

/

1£!!, !;!:.§mar l! atenc!Q!h .n.;!;l;!!:•

Obviously, the student

· cannot be asked to give even half of these different verbs
when we ask him for the Spanish equivalent of the verb
ttto catch."

Yet, to limit the student to the most common

Spanish verb whieh means 1Q

.£~2!1

would be limiting his

reading ability to a severe degree.

For this reason, the

meaning should be taught in terms of the context wherein
they are found.

A.nd, what is more important, the student

must be tested in terms of that context.

It :ts then to be

hoped that the student will in time become acquainted with
enough varied contexts to

familiariz~

himself with.as many

of the various meanings of a word as possible.

If a true

22 Sherman Eoff and William 15. Bull, nA. Semantic
Approach to the Teaching of Foreign Langu.ages, 11 Mf>dern
~.B!E! ~.Q!~, (January, 1948), pp. 3-13. ·
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picture of the stu.dent • s achievement is to be obtained,
the evaluation must be in terms of the material he has to
work with.

There

arf~

many illustrations available of the

changes in meaning w.hieh occur in foreign languages and
changes in meaning of English words which require different and separate words in the foreign language.

Following

are some examples of the different Spanish verbs which are
necessary to express the accurate meaning of the English
verb ].Q ea.t~h in accordance with the English contextt 23
1.

They caught the thief.

2.

He caught the dog.

3.
4.

We caught hin1 trying to
--steal-. -· -- -· ---

2.

mi.entrastrataba
de robar.
4.

Moving things catch one's eye.

/

No entendi lo

que"dno:-

te ------~
alcance a

I caught sight of him.

6.

el perro.

Le !.Q!12!end :!!!L~

· --

I didntt catch what he said.

/

~Q

ver.

6. Cosas que se

,muevan .llaman
...
~z----

1! !1§!112.!2!!.

8.

/

You caught me that time.

7·

,ni.l.J.2 e sa
vez.

We caught what was going on.

8.

Caimos en

Me

/

cuenti

de lo

quepasaba.

9. He caught roe by roy collar.

9-

Me
el

/

Y~!P.2 por
cue.lla~
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Each of the underscored words in Spanish is the

most correct equivalent of the English word catch nsed
in the sentences in Engl:i. sh.

We are confronted by many

the following situation occurring;
other changes.

~rake

the word th'le for instance..

I

l.

I saw him many times.

2.

Time is the fourth
dimension.

2 •.

3•

Is it time to eat?

3·:

4.

We had a good time.

We f'ind

--

T.Je

vi muchas veces •

El

.tJ.~IlfR£ es 1~

cnarta d:i.mensi6n ..

dEs bPr~ de comer?

There are in the e:.>::amples just cited three di.ff'er-

ent nouns in Spanish which mean

"!f.;j,.pu~

and one verb which

---- --expresses--the--idea-of J!rw.ving--a - good-t :i.me ,.t•_andundoubt~-- _
edl;r a dozen more examples of still dJ.fferent Spanish

equivalents .of the word lim.s! could be i'm:md.

~i'h.ese

exam-

ple show that vocalmlary :is a lj:ving thing, and the mean-

:i.ngs are determ:Lned not by a· vocabulary li-st \vhich g:i. ves
one meaning, but by the r:mnner in which the word is used.
Another means of testing vocabulary i.s to use the
simple recall type of test;

G1.ve the Spardsh word for:.

1.

newspaper

2..

donke.y

3·

story

4..

gymnastics

5.. to arrive
b. to read

Use can be made of the multiple-choice type of
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vocabulary test now being used more and more often as the
influa.nee of

standardized tests become more evident in

the classroom examination, as follows:
Select the correct meaning of the Spanish word from
the three choices given and place its number in the
blank provided:
tener
cena
-- lasalndar

-

(1) to give (2) to have

(3) to tender

(1) supper

(3) eyelash

(2) scene

(l) to save (2) to salute (3) to greet

Another means of giving the vocabulary in. a multiple
choice test is to give the student a selection which has
certain words omitted.

A list of proper words is given at

the top of the page, and the student is asked to fill in
the blanks with the correct words to make the selection
correct.

In the following exercise you are to select the
correct word which will fit in the blanks provided and
make sense.. Use only the words in the list, but remember that their forms may need to be changed for agreement. CAUTION: there are more words than necessary;
select only the correct ones:
agua
america
no
"'-'
paqueno
floras
burros
nino
/V

pobro
nuevo
:t'rutas
camino
amigo
mucho

i.ndios
ir
pasar
inte;igente
ingles
grande

En los
interesantes.

Ve los _ _ que tra.bajan en el camino
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y los ····-·· que trabajan <·m los campos.

(crdldran) ___ llevan ------·. en jar::ros (large crocks)

coloeados sobre la cabeza.

En la calle del

(small) pueblo hay muchos autombviles
n.sa sq

uFo:rdr:~cito"

___ y las _ _ •

para _

Juan

al mercado y vender las

El - - · . (friend) de Juan se llama

George Smith: ~1 no es M'exicano sino (but.) -·_ _ •

The type of test which was i11ustrated on the preceding pagc;1 can and otten purposely does oon.ta:l.n deceptive

cognates, and in this 'ivay becomes dangerous to thE) poorer

students who are inclines to guessing.

It has been dis-

covered that when the Selma words nsed in . the mnlt:tple~

choice test were given in a simple recall test, the re-

sults proved bette-r.-Vocabulary can al.so be test.ed,. and much more appro-

priately, in either translation, eompostion, or sentence
translation

ex£~rcises..

In context, it has been found that

even the poorer students sometime remember (liffi.cult. words
ordlnarily beyond their grasp in a simple recall. test.
Yet

anoth~~~r

method of testing vocabulary is the use

of synonyms and antonyms, the entire vocabulary bei11g used
in the foreign language, and elirninati.ng the necessity of

mental transfer to :mngl:lsh meanings.

Actually, this type

of exercise has been encouraged by educational psychologists familiar with modern language work.

It is both tn
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keeping w:tth modt:Jrn
tional

psychology~

lang;uag(~

object1. v<,:s and sound educa-

but unfortunately has found little adop-

tion so far among the teachel's of foreign languages.

It

is necessary to state also that t.bis type of test is con-

sidered unsuited to first year students, due to the necessity of a

wjJi(,~!'

vocabulary than usually prevalent among

fi:rs't-year students..

Below are some examples of each type:

Synonyms:

Underline the word in any of the three
columns which means the same as the
word in the column at left:

andar

llegar

fotog:rafht
/.

todavia

nunc a

mar char

enviar

clne

pel.icula

•••-••

/

r.

/

/

-ine the -word in any of the three
mientras

aun

Under-- .1
columns wh:lch means the oppos:lte of' the

word in the column at left:
aprender

gritar

pequeno

homl1re

E££f1P:~

ent:t'ar en

ir a

pasar por

hablar
,..../

--calla.r
/

mas

salir
--

de

·

CHAPTBR XI
TFJS~:nw

AURAL COMPRUmNSlON

Whj,le not considered as important as some of the

other thjngs tn i"oreign language work, it is neverthe ...
less necessary to mention that :ln v:l.ew of the objectiVE;S
of some teachers and schools that the student learn to
read., writet speak, and understand the spoken language,
has been found necessary to devise measnres of evalua-

i.t

ting the student's progress in understanding the spoken
word. Some fine tests are already avajlable,2 4 but the
teacher can construct son1e of his own which may in the
end serve the purpose better.
__ The testing-of' all:raL.comprehension may best be done _
in a serles of exercises beginning with a dictati.on exer-

cise

and ending with a conversatj.on between puplJ. and

teacher.

After the students

hav~t~

bE;come sufficiently

familiar with tha instructorts intonation of the foreign

language by copying simple exercj.ses dj.ctated by the

teacher, the

worlt may be made more mean1.ngful by intro-

ducing the elemEmt of conversation..

The beginning exer-

cises, hm·tever, should be restricted to familiar material

for the first

few times, so that the pupils may be able

24 Tharp-Lundherg Tests, Chicago Investigation of'
Learning a Second I~anguage.
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to recognize the words more eas:lly.

Tho :final dictation

test should, on the other hand, consist of as much unfamiliar material as possible, or at least material not stu-

died by the students at sonH.1 previous time.

The invetJti-

gator has found it beneficial to assign the material to
be dictated for study to the students before attempting
to dictate it for the first time.
Techniques to be employed in aural comprehension

testing are the following:
1.

For the first few times,
for study beforehand ..

2.

Choose only very simple composition material
for beginn.ing classes.

3~

Read

t}H.;-sent~mces

at~sign

the material

slowly and clearly, -keeping

an even tone.,
4.

Repeat the ~~entences in meaningful phrases, but
do not repeat any single word. more than two or
three times.

5.

Increase the difficulty of material at regular
intervals.

6.

After correcting thc"l exercj,ses, read them over
again slowly; then have the students repeat
thGm out loud so that they too may hear the
sounds correctly.

7•

In tests of conversatj_onal ability, insist that
the students give their answers in complete and
meaningftU. sentences.

It has been found that by employing these techniques,
the students al'e able to

improvf~

bottt their own diction and

intonation and their spell:lr1g.

It is to be remembered,

however, that progress may be slow at first, due princi.-.
pally to the fact that students reaching high school today have had no training in phonetics for the most part •.
The pr:tncipal types of' objective tests have been
d:tsct:tssed in some detail..

Objective type tests have be...

come very popular among teachers because of their relative
ease of administration and correction, and because they .
mal;;:e poss:tble an exact ra.ttng of the."'! student in terms of

a per cent rank.

They also tend to eliminate persotml

:feel:i.ngs on the part of the person who is correcting the
papers, for most often, only one answer is correct, and
no personal evaluation of' the replies is necessary.
ono fact must
structed

bEl

k:ept constantly in mind:

ob~)eetive

But

A poorly con-

examination :i.s rnuch more unreliable and

unsatisfactory tha.n a less caref'ul;Ly put-toge.ther essay
examinati.on.25

!t is much easier to make a poor objective

test than e.n poor essay examinaticm.

Objectj.ve tests should be constructed according to
their purpose, according to the mental processes involved
in answering them (recall, skill, or discrimination), and
according to the form (completion, multiple-choice, or

matching) des:l.red.

The items must be carefully selected

25 gdgar Bruce Wesley, .f'ptich~ng_ 1he §Qq~pl. SttUUes,
Second ed:ttion, (Host on: D. c. Heath and Company, l942J;
pp..

566-567.
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so as not to be too easy or too hard or ambiguous.

The

aim should be to select those items whi.eh are significant,
achievable, and different1ating. 26

26 Ibid.
-~-

CHAPnm XIl

THE LI13EHAL TRANSI,ATJON

One of the most effective means of testing in the

modern languages is by the use of materials which require
transl~~ting

on the part of the students.

If we ar<1 to

keep withln. the objectives of reading and comprehonr:don,
then a test ought tc; be prov:i.ded which ts j_n keeping w:ltb
these objectivE!S.

In this type of e::uunj.nation the student

has a. chance to show whether or not he has mastered the
necessary vocabulary and grammatical principles to make
his read5ng e.ccurate.

F.Jtact meanj.ngs a:r._:: not required,

but the objective is rHtber free translations into

. day correct

i~nglish,-

BV(~ry-

free of st:i.ff-lite:ral phraseology;. -

Thj.s type of.' examination serves to show whether the mean;.

ing is clear in the minds o:r the students..

And it

will

at tho same tj.me test the students • knowledge of' vocabu.lary

and grammatleal principles in actual use, rather than as
separate skills to be learned outside of context.
The usual procedure 1s to haV(;-) the student trans-

late from Spanish to English..

Whenever the need arises,

however, the procedure may be reversed, and certain benefits ar.•e

der1v(~d

in t.b.is

mann~;:r

which are

:from Span:i.sh to English t:ranslati.ons.
thf.)Se

forms

it as

JJdl

arf.?

emp:toyed orally,

composjtion.

not derived

1?-Jhenever either

wE~ fr~:~quent1y

refer to

of
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Oral composition should not be refel'red to as con-

versatj.on, as it requires the orderly arrangement of materials :i.nto meaningful paragraphs, \lJhereas conversation
may be merely the answering of ques:t:i.ons, or discussion

of' an i.tem.

Oral composition is o.ne of the most instruc-

tive means of testing the student.

TES~rnm

CH~PTER

XIII

THH.cmcm

CCMPOGITIONS

Another form of testing the fore:i.gn languages t much
along the

lines as the one previously discussed, is

~ame

the wrj_tten eomposit:lon.

When this is done with prepared

materials, it can ·be controlled so as to meet the needs

of predetermined objectives.

This also can be used wi.th

dietat1on, and in this manner the student learns to identify the sounds of the foreign language much more effectively than can be donE' otherwise.

The stu.dents• ability to uso the foreign language
efficiently can also be tested through the use of the
------

-----

---

--

- - - ---

------

-----

---

-

original composition.

----

-----

---

------

----

---------

----

The idea has been used 1n stand-

ard:lzed tests and, having proved very effect:lve, has become one of the more valid means utilized in teacher-con-

structed tests.

There are many means of using this method,

and one of them is to present the student w:t th a drawi.ng
or photograph, with certain

ke~r

items presented 1.n it,

and ai)out wh1ch the student is required to wrtte an original story in hj.s own words.

This method of appraising a student•s knowledge
of' the fore:i.gn language is j_n the estiraat ~l on of' the j_nvestigator, one of the best measures yet devised.

It

is also possible to use the same idea with an older method,
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that of presenting the student with key sentences or ideas
and having him write a.n original composition.
as nwhat we saw at the zoo on Sunday.

Such items

What the sight-

seer ean visj.t in Madrid, u and others are often used.
These are based on a previously assigne-d reading lesson,
grammar lesson, or vocabulary-building exercise.

The use

of familiar material is recommended, because it gives
the student both a working vocabulary and some j_deas on

what to write.

as

l~nglish,

While other subject-nw.tter fields, such

no longer consider this of r;reat value, it is

generally conceded by modern language teachers that original compositions in the foreign language serve a. purpose
no other method of' examination can do

satisfact~orily.

CHAP~rER

XIV

THE ESSAY EXMJI!NA1'ION

The values and J.imitattons of essay type exatil:lnat:i.ons has been the subject of prolonged and heated discu.ssion anwng educators ever since the widesprend in·tro ...
duction of objective type examinations.

Becau.se their

limitations are discussed more often than their adva.n.these are t;aken up first here.

to.ges,

agreed among the critics of tb.e
th<:~

It is generally

essay examination that

limitations of es8ay exam1na tions are many:

1.

Essay examinat1ons are time consuming in their
preparation;

')

Essay examj.nations are time consuming in their
corx·ection;

t;_ •.

The assignment of a grade on an essay examination is largely subjective;
Sampling is limited because of the nature of
an examinat:i.on which requires muoh wri.ting on
the part of the student;

Qualities su.ch as handwriting, spelling, grammar, and punctuation enter into the examination
and detract from the informative qualities of
the answers, as far as grading is concerned;

6. Because of limitations in length, an essay

examination is less reliable than an objective
one.2'1

-----

27 Arthur E. Traxler and Harold A,. 1\.ngerdon, lf1 he
1

Reliability of an Essa:l Examinat:i.on in English, tt School
Review, X!~III, (September, 1935), PP• 534·-539·
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of the criticisms are valuable-; to the teacher

whc proposes to n.se the essay e:x:a;mj.nation, as a gnide to
the pH;falls to be avoided.

Once the disadvantages of

the essay test are known, the teacher can proceed with the

construction of an examl.nation which does away as much as
possible with the bad features listed

above.

After the mention of the disa.dvantnges of the essay
ty.pe examination, a f'ull discussion ought to be given to
the positive side of' the quostion..

So.me of the obvious

advantages of essay examinations are:
1.

. 2_.

1£ssay examinations :t.nfluence the students'
preparation in a desirable fashion, and lend
direction to the students• study habits;
·:rh~--~tgJ.len.t__I'EI~~;iy~_s _pr~ct,;ic_e

and understand:Lng

tn p~rcei ving
relationships whicn he-mlght-

otherwise overlook;

3·

The E.~ssay examination provides the student with
an (>pportunity to util:tze the higher mental
processes and organize his thinking;

4.

The essay examination gives the student an
opportunity to wrj.ting, demonstrating to what
degree the student has mastered grammati.cal
prlnctples and constructions of the la.ngmzge;

5.

The essay examination gives the teacher much
valuable informatlon about the pupil, his·
study habit;s, his progress tn form, order, and
neatness.

It must

be remembered that objeet:ive tests, regard-

less of their careful construction, are limited as to the
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i.tems they test" and must of necessity, skip from point

to point; whereas, the essay test affords an overall
v1.ew and

eontlnn:lty.

The teacher shonld strtve to improve the essay test
at

every opportunity.

Some principles ·which apply espe-

eialJy to the con~~tructio.t:l of essay examinations a.re: 2 8

1.

Hestrict the use of the essay examination to
the tasks for wh:i.ch :i..t is best sui.ted;

2.

Include a number of representative questions,
and 1..ndicate to the student both the amount of
discussion reqni:red, and the wej.ght of the
question;

Instrn.ct thE:r student in what the teacl1er expects as an answer to the questions;
Assign tb eaeh·question or set of questions a
d.efinite-value,- according to the information
x•equired to answer it;
Dec:lde beforehand what·shall constitute a completely correct answer, or a pt1rtially correct
answer.

It should be kept in the mind of every teacher
who uses an essay examination that nthe chief value of
the essay examination lies j.n its use as a basis of appr~dsal

of skill in summarizing, outlining, organizing,

evaluating, or apply:Lng inf'ormat:ton rather than in recall.....,..._~"'""""----

28 c. c. Ross, M.~~·~!J~.ID~!J.t 1n· :;rq~~z·~ Scho,2!, .
Second edition, (New York: Prentice-Ha 1, Inc., 1947).
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ing facts,.u 29

The essay examination, properly used, is

still an effective teaching

tool~

29 t~.rthu:r I.. Gates, ~· !..!•, Educ~~~ .P§.l2t1.Rlpg_z
(New York: ':1~lm MacMillan Company, 1942), p. 597.

ClH\.l'TER XV

The use

of audio ... visual aids has been extending

rap:tdly in all branches of edncatj.on.

However, until

very recently, the use oi' modern audio-visual materials,
equ.ipme11t, and

nu:~thods

has been relatively unknown in

thfJ f1.eld of' modern languages.

One has only to vj_sit

the local high. schools a.nd those of neighboring towns

and talk with the instructors to discover that the blackboard, the pictures in the text book, and an occastonal,

ill ... timec1, and unrelated motion picture is the extent of
audio-visual materials, nsed 1.n the Span:tsh class .. 30
The
modern

!'(~cent

productj.on of up-to-date motion pictures,

electrH~ally... produced

recordintr,s, and other realia

has tended to increase the use of' au.dio-visual aids by
modern language teachers, and this has :ln itself posed a
new problem, that of effectively evaluating the materi.als

used.

The reluctance on the part of' teachers of Spanish

to use more audio-visual matt;;r1als has been due :i.n part

to the :f'eelirtg that since no ef'f'ective method exists to
evaluate them, they would waste valuable time.

30 frhe jnvestj.gator checked f:tve hi.gh schools j.n
th£3 vic:l.nity to substantiate his belie:f.
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It should be stated here that the values of classroom bulletin-board displays, or the illustrations in the
text book, or c>ther st:lll displays do not readily lend themselves to accurate evaluation.

Bt:tf.f'ice it to say that they

do add to the appreciation and learning of Spanish, and
ought to be nsed wherever _possible.

ThH evaluation in

terms of a letter grade should not be considered.

This

leaves two principal audio-visual aJ.ds which should be

evaluated;

the motion picture film, and sound recordings.

The evaluation of motion pictures rests principally
on the method of' presentation which the teacher prefers.

It is to be assumed as a necessary feature of' using and
evaluat1.ng a motion picture as a teaching tool that the

teacher

sT1arl use tne f:tlln aceord1.ng to the best procedure

as now known.

This wlll 1nclude the preview:i.ng o:f.' the

f:'llm by the :i.nstructor, the rela,ying of j.nforma.tion to the
students which is necessary to understanding the film
before showing it, an.d the review of the materials con-

tained in the

film after it is shown.

The basic purpose· of' evaluation. is to give the
teacher an ldea of how mnch knovdedge has been lncrV"Jased.,
attitudes formed or changed, or progress accomplished,

through the use of a particular motion picture.
methods may

hc.~

used to determjne

i.~hese

things.

Several
One

effect~-
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ive method would be to give the students a p:rt1-test on the
material covered by the film, followed by a test after the
f'ilrn has been shown and discussed.

when compared
teacher.· a f'air

i'ilm.

'l~he

second test grade,

with the pre-test grade ought to givo the
:i.ndj.catj_on of

tlH~

effectiveness of the

The usual means of testing may be used, with objec-

tive tyro tests bej_ng the easiest and most effective.
In the ease of films where anltt:tral .materials. are presented

whlch might invobt.:J the change of attj_tudes on the part

of the student, an essay examination might be nsed mo:re
effectively, for it is difficult to test personal feelj.ngs with objective questions thought up by the teacher ..

The

must

by

tests to be applied to any particular film

the very nature <>f the films themselves be variHd

accordjJlg to presentation and content of the film.

A

teacher would not test on a Spanish language film on

pro~

nn.nc:lat ion the same as he would test on an English language
f:l.lm which deals with the history of Argentina.

The basic formnla for evaluating a film mur{t be

in accordance with the basic

reason for its use; that is,

how much has this particular film helped the stttdent to

know hj.s foreign language better, or how much has it .helped
him to understand the culture,

h.:t~:;tory,

or customs of

Span:i.sh-speaking peoples.
The

ENa.luation of sound recordings must be in terms
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of the two pri.nci.pal varieties of sound recordings:

those

produced commercially on :r·ecords, and those recorded in
the classroom on either records or wire or tape recorder.
Because of' the difference ln use of these materials, the
evaluation of them must also be considered separately,
even though they both serve the same purpose.
~t'he

commercial recordings now available deal prin-

cipally with the teaching of Spanish pronnncia.tio.n.

A

few sets are available which deal with the teaching of

entire lessons, but these are as yet very few and new to
the field.3l

The evaluation of the b(?nefits derived from

the use of such record:i.ngs must of necessity be one of
comparison.

~rhe

teacher may compare the pronunciation
-----

----

--------

-

of students wbo have had the benefit of listening to pronunciatj.on records and that of students who have not had
the advantage of' the accuracy and practice afforded by the
recordj.ngs.

The comparison may be extended over a period

of time i.n order to make :l.t more accurate.

The final

evaluation rests with the ab:l.lity of the teacher to esti.-

mate more or less accurately the differences between groups
having had the advantage of recordings, and grou.ps denied
that training.
By far the most useful of' audio aids :i.s the one

31 Gregory LaGrone, Conve,t:~~!J:C?naJ, p.J2l,!I_ish~ Revised
ed1.t1on, (New York; Henry Holt and Company, 94'S;.

most recently developed:

the wjre or tape recorder.

Because of the flexibility of th:i.s aud:io aid, it has proved

the most benefie1al to the average teacher and student
of Spanish.

While its

bc~ne:f·its

as an aid in pronunciation

depend lat·gely on the abillty of the teacher, the fact

remai.ns that the students a:re enabled to hear themselves,
and correct the:i.r er:ro:r much more easily.

Not only can

the wire or tape recorder be used in the classroom, but
native speakers of proven ability can be recorded, as well
as musj.c and radio addresses in the foreign language.

The evaluat:l.on of the benefits of using a wi.re or
tapG recorder rests largely on
~o ~1is~ingu1.sh di.t'!~rences

tonation, enm1cl.ation, etc.

th£~

teacher's

m~m

ability

:ln prog!'es_s, _depeEdi~1g_o.t1

i_l1- __

It should be po:tnted out that

a means of evaluation shou.ld be the comparison of the
ability in intonatlon, pronunciation, etc., of the students

who had the benefit of sound record:i.ngs against the ability
in those factors of' the students who have not had the ad-

vantages of the recording practice"

'
CHAPTEH
XVI

TESTING ATTITUDES AND Ar'PRECHtTIONS

While admittedly not the usual practiee, more advanced students in the progressive high schools of our

country are being tttestedu (:tf

onf:~

can

use that word) in

the development of apprecj. ations and att.i,tudes toward
foreign peoples and their cultures..

This used to be

thought of a few years ago as the province of social studies courses alone, but language teachers are beginning
to

recognize

that in the modern language class lie the

opportunj.ty and indeed the very basis of teaching under-

standing and toleran¢e of other people, and appreciation
- ---

of their ideas, art, musie 11 ar.td mode ofliving.
No one method seems to provide an a.c1equate measure
of the amount of change or progress wh:l.eh a student makes

in respect to attj.tndes during h:i.s one or two years of
langtv:.1.ge studies tn a high school cl.ass.

observed by teachers that
seem to e1':.pe:r1.ence

stu~.ents

But it has been

every once in a while

an. tta.wakening 11 when they discover that

other people, whose language they are studyj,n.g, have th:ings
in comJnon with ourselves.

This j.s evi.dence that there is

real th:lnldng going on in the students • mj,nds concerning
the lj.fe of other people heretofore unknown to them.
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The few means of evalttati.ng such progress are not
The teacher must be careful to su:l.t the

yet fully tested.

questions to the class and the situation.

So far" most

educators have thrown out only a few suggestions.32
There are

availabl~)

many good materials i.n Spanish

and also in other languages which the teacher can use j_n
his teaching, but it is not my purpose to discuss these

here..

But some of the materials, as for example the

S:panish edltion of the

li~?d.s:.r..'

opportunity :i.n thls field"

questions as

thotH~

i!

li.i£..£1~,

Einsay

provide ample

examinations wi.th such

g:i.ven below prove enlightening in ap ...

praising attitudes and appreciations for foreign cultures:
What 1-thi.nk-of-Diego-Rive:ra •s art..-

Life in a smnll Mexican village..How the people live in the Pampas..-

Would you like to spend a month in :Ma,drj.d?
When the examination on the apprecj.ation of foreign
peoples' livj.ng hab1.ts, :i.ndustrial ach1.evements, music,
art, ete., is co-ordinated with both classwork and outs:Lde study, the results have been found to be significant.
r.rhere is this to be remembEn:'ed:

that many of the students

32 D. Vittorini, ucultural 1·!iateria1 and Vocabulary

in the Study of' Homance Languages~." Modern
!H!l, (December, 1947), PP• 486-48b.

f"§in.guatt.;~ ~
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of a foreign language in high school often form their·

own ideas o:f'

attitude and tttppreciatj_on toward someone

elS€:1 in accordance With WhEtt they

f'oreign language ela.sses.

haVEi

learned

~ln

their

The student might remember in

later years that Spanish explorers opened up a new world,
but. he might

completely forget the ccn;Jugation of even a

sj,mple verb in Spanish.
we shou.ld establish

language clas.s.

wh~1t

ln terms of the final resn.lts,
ts of' importance in a foreign

l)ETBRMINING rJ?Hltl OBJ.ECTIVgs
'l~he

eonstrnction of' a good examination has at some

t:lme or other been the most difficult task of any conscj.entious teacher.

Before the teacher can consider

making up a test, he must have in mind the over-all objectives of the part:i.cular unit or field of study, and the
objectives which may be evaluated :i.n terms of an examination.

basis of these <:1bjectives, the teacher chooses

On th~".!

the most important ones :t'or inclnsicm in the testing pro ...

gram.

R.

w.

Tyler, as quoted in Gates,

sU•

!},.., Educa-

tional Psychology, offers for example, the following ideas:33

In a. foreign language course, for example, the
objectives might :tnclude the ability to comprehend
the meanings of selections written in a foreign language; the ab:i.li ty to understand oral expression • • • ;
the abil:i..ty to pronounce orally words, sentences, and
paragraphs ln the f'oreign.language . . . . .
'l'he examination which the teacher prepares, regardless of type, should 'be based on one or more of the ob ...
jectives selected for the course.

~~he

teacher should

bear :tn mind that what ought to be tested j.s understanding, and not specific 1.nt'ormation only.

What the teacher

··------·-·-

-~--~·-·--~-·

33

Arthur I. Gates,

.£1•

~., .2Jl• _git:_ .. , p ..

589"
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of a modern

languag~t;

wants most to know .:i.s whether the

student is able to understand what he heax.•s or reads :l.n
a. foreign language, or what he can write, and

whethel~

he

is able to work with and study his acquired language in
actual situatj.ons •.

The objectives for any part:i.cular test may be of
eith<-'ll' a very nar1•ow sort, or may be t.h.os.e of the entire

course, depending o:t' course, on whether th£t teachm." is
try:l.11.g to evaluate only immediate rest:tlts of study or

results of' the entire course.

the

Whatever they may be, it

should be remembered that testj.ng w:t.thont a purpose does
not help the student, and is in most cases not valid.

CHl!JYfER XVlii
A WCHD 011' CAU1'ION ON TESTS

In order to make the exami.nations as effective as

possible ancl psychologically sound, the teacher .must bea:r
in mind certain important facts, or steps,

observed 1.n the construction of' any test •

whj.ch must be
Some o:t:' the

most important are summa:r:b.:,ed here;
1.

Items should

2.

Irrelevant clues to correct answers should be
avoided.

bt;)

as clear and direct as possible.

3· The type of examination best su1.ted to the task
should be chosen.

4. - Patterns :tn questions-or answers should be avoided.

5. Items of' siinllar

.nature sh.onld be grouped together.

6.,

should be elimj.nated.

Duplicate items

7. Directions should be given in a precise fashion,

and should be :i.n words the student can understand.

8.

The

9.

'fhe test should be evalu.atecl by the teacher both
before and after it is given.

10...

test should be compared with the objectlvas.

The students who take th.<:-) test should be allowed

an opportunity to criticize :tt,

It is generally agreed now among all educators.
that tests which are purposely constructed to be "trj,ckyu

in order to confuse the

stu~ent

are not valid..

Neither
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is it considered val:td to construct a test
obv:i.ously ca.n.se a

partieul~:1r

wh:ich will

group of students to fail.

CHAPTER XIX

The good examination should be a useful teachj.ng
tool.

The ultimate purpose of all testing should be to
opportunit~;r

offer an

have acquired,

to the

~rLudents

to

expres~;

·what they

awl at the same time offer the teacher an

i.dea of whether h:ts own methods and work are producing the
destred results...
1.
2.

The good exa.m:tnatJon, therefore:

should be a .fair test

age learner;

which en.courages

th<~

aver-

should include a variety of qnest:i.ons and cover
the course fully and adequat{~ly;

· 3• - should call-forth various
memory

exercises~

kind~- of' aetiv:lty;
reflective thinking, evaluating;

4.

should call forth concrete :i.llnstrations of rules
and principles, rather than statements of them;

5..

should be properly timed and wej.ghted.
It may at tlmes be necessary to

rE~-axamine

the

student on the same su.bjeet matter if the f'jrst sampling

did not produce the desired results.
examination should not be the

~>ame

In such cases the

exactly, but rather a

different test covf;ring the same material.

lt does prove

useful at times, however, to give after a sufficient
elapse of

time, tl:te same examinat1on

OV(-)r

again.

It has

been fmmd to be a very successfnl method of deterrn:in:ing
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whether the pupils have acquired the necessary information which they lacked at a previous time.

A period of

two or three months is sufficient time tor this particular
kind of re-testing.

The values

ti:t'

measurement of instruction can best

be smnmari.l:;ed by a few words which appear in Gates,

!it· .!J. .. ,

F~dunat 1.onaJ. Psychology: 34

The need for va.11.d • .. • th.1t :i.s, true and accurate • • .. determination of the changes in pupils
procluced by an educational dev:lce or textbook or method
of procedure is not restricted to the "Scientific
investigator • 11 The· school stl.perintendent, the principal, the supervisor, the librarian, the teacher, and
inde.ecl everyone involved ln education has qnite as
crttetal a need to cletermJne accuratt~ly the results
produced by anyth:i..ng employed to educate the children
in their school
Willis Knapp Jones, in a humorous article on tests
in the modern langnages, entitled, HA.ll•s It'ai.r in Love"

states:35
Langnr'ige examinations, to be fair, must test .more
than a knowledge of gram.raar and verb forms. Students
should be given a chance to show their acquil'ed skills
in sttuations stmilar to those :Ln which they are like-

ly to need thetr fore:tgn langtttlge in

evE~ryday

li.fe.

In his opinion, tests should not be a catch-as
catch-can proposition, nor as tricky as they can be made,

34 Arthur I. Gates,

35

.§.i.

$11•,

QJ~

.£?...!:.•,

p,

589.

Willis Knapp Jones, HAll's Fair in Love, 11
,M.Qd.~ .~t!,g,llq~ JOU!'.n§:;b, (lipril, 1940) t PP• 507-509.
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to ttcatehtt the student, but at all times an honest effort
to discover whether or

not the stn.dent has gained some-

thing he really use.36
M:r. Jones further

believ~s,

and here he expresses

the investigatorts own feelings, that only those students
whc plan to teach or to translate need concern themselves
with the minutiae of grammar, for the rest will gain enjoyment in reading, bearing, or speakj.ng the foreign language without too deep an involvem(mt in grammatical fi-

neries.

Mr. Jones conclttdes:37

Our aim is to test how well the student is equj,pped
through his class work and his study to use his acquired language in the situations he is likely to face
in life. We try to use fair tactics in.developing
in him -a -love· o:f' the foreign language-... .. • • •
It would be well for every teacher to re-read. these
f'ew words every time he s:l.ts down to make out an examination.

How many of our tests and examinat:tons could pass

this critical judgment?
and reiterate:

In one sentence we can sum up

constructive usefulness is the only jus•

tif1.eation for tests and examination.

36

Ib:td.

37 ll?.ig.

CHAP'l'E;R XX
SUMMLLRY AND CONCLUSION

During the investigation certain ideas and beliefs
previously a matter of oonjeetu.re to thfJ 1nvestigato:r
were made certa:tn.

A number of conclusions oe.n therefore

be drawn ±'rom the results of'

the invest:i.gc),t:i.on and from

the materials presented.
First, because of time and space features, the

objeettve type test has gained a. great prominence and
favoritism among tet'l;ehers whose time is limi.t:.ed for con...

structj.ng and correcting examinat:lons.

Therefore, the

easf, of construction. and correction which are features of

ol)jective te1sts recommend them to the busy teacher as effective means of evaluatj.ng student progress and achj.evement.
Second, the objective

examination fulfills a great

need for a means of evaluating the student's progress without in any way Jnvolving the teachE-::rts ovm subjective

evaluation.
Third, a real need exists for modification of oral
examinations in order to

<~valuate

both aural comprehension,

pronunciation, and speaking abil:tty :tn the oral use of
Spanish.

Fourth, the need for retainjng and tmproving the
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essay type examination is a pressi.ng one.

'rhe essay examj_-

nation provides an opportunity to test elements of the
learnjng sj.tu.atj.on w!deh wou.ld be most difflcuJ.t to evalu-

ate otherwise.
Fifth, the need for teachers to j_mprove upoit tJ!0l.r

own tools of evaluation is one \'lh:i.ch meri.ts rim.ch more
energy expanded on

j,t

than has so f.ar been the case.

Lastly, the practice of

rE"~strJcting

many teacher-

constructed tests to mere models of already standardized
tests accounts for better val1djty a.nd rel:lability and

ought to be continued, bnt not be made so general a practice that teachex• innova.t:ions would be d:l.scarded as unproved and tl.terefore unworthy.

In the classroom where

experimental pract1ces are con.dncted in the way nf exarninat:lons lies the future of many new evalru.ltive rnaterials
and methods to come.
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